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Sanctuary: A Legacy of Memories introduces newly retired 
publishing executive Theo Phillips and his wife Liddy to the time-
lost South Georgia town of Shiloh. They leave the shadows of 

Atlanta and move into a quaint home of notoriety. While making new friends, they discover 
twenty-first-century challenges threaten the town’s laid-back lifestyle. Theo’s interest in a 
memorial launches him into investigating tragic events that have left Shiloh unsettled. 
Retirement dreams face twists and turns that could unravel both them and the idyllic life they and 
many others look for in little old Shiloh.  

This first novel in the series with the sequel, Testament: An Unexpected Return (ISBN 
978-1-64111-084-6) published March 21, 2018, also portrays God’s inspirational role in nudging 
Theo into facing the reality that he and Liddy did not choose Shiloh, but Shiloh beckoned them 
to reveal the scandals and dark secrets haunting their community. And, “as those good ol’ boys 
like to say, things get curiouser and curiouser . . . ” 

Sanctuary: A Legacy of Memories is available for purchase through local book retailers and 
online at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and TMBrownAuthor.com.  

About the Author 
T. M. Brown embraces his Georgia heritage thanks to the paternal branches of his family tree. 
Retired since 2014 from the nine-to-five life, Brown and his wife, Connie, reside near Newnan, 
Georgia. When not writing or traveling, the couple enjoy sharing time with their two grown sons 
and their families. 
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